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CURIOUS TIME MEASURERS. Mary Queen of Scots had several watches of a gruesome 

When clocks passed out of the hands of blacksmiths and lugubrious character. One was in a crystal case, coffin
tbe inventive faculty was quickly at work among the new shaped; another, which she bequeathed to her maid of honor, 

schoul of clock makers to make portable timekeepers. Tbe Mary Setoun, was in silver-gilt, in shape of a human skull. 
idea must have been carried out practically late in the fif- Upon the forehead was engraven a scythe and hour glass 

teenth century. In a tract printed at Antwerp in 1530, placed between a palace and a cottage, to show the impar

Gemma Frisius writes of small clocks, or watches, as "lately iiality of death. At the back of the skull was Time de

invented_" The earliest maker with whose name we are straying all things, and on the top scenes of the Garden of 

acquamted is Peter Hele, who, about the year 1490, made Eden and the Crucifixion. The watch was opened by re

watches which (being oval, and also in honor of Hele's versing the skull, placing the upper part in the hollow of 

native city) were called Nuremberg eggs_ These were the hand, and lifting the hinged jaws. These" memento 

principally made of steel; they moved without 'weights, mori" watches were most likely intended for a "Prie-dieu," 

pointed to and struck the 
hour, and could be carried on 
the person. Catgut was used 
in the earlier watches i n  
place o f  chains; the latter, it 
would seem, being first at-
tached to such mechanisms in 2 
the golden egg or acorn
shaped watches of Hans 
Johns, of Konigsberg. Some 
of this maker's timekeepers 
had small wheel·lock pistols 
to serve as an ala-rum, an ad
dition that would go far to 
upset the equable tempera
ment and delicate suscepti
bilities of a modern chrono
meter_ 

Gaspar Visconti, a Milanese 
poet, alludes to watches in a 
sonnet written in 1494, so 
these time measurers must 
have come into sudden noto
riety. The early watches were 
mostly large and r i  c h l y  
chased. There was one such 
in Sir Ashton Lever's collec
tion, with the date 1541, \Jut by 
tbe next year we find a strik
ing watch mounted in a ring, 
so the makers must quickly 
have modified the size of the 
works. Watches in these 
times were greatly prized, 
and but rarely found in the 
possession of any but of royal 
or noble persons. The makers 
were busy, however, if not 
intent upon turning out 
many, at least in improving 
the quality of those finished. 
Dr. Derham describes a watch 
said to have belonged taKing 
Henry VIII., which only re
quired winding once every 
seven days, and Anne Boleyn 
had a similar one. The Em
peror Charles V. had a re 
markable taste for delicate 
mechanisms, and his passion 
for watchmaking was ad
duced in proof of his insani
ty by Voltaire_ 

There is a watch of about 
this period in the Loan Col
lection at South Kensington, 
whieh is believed to have 
heen worn by Lord Hussey, 
who was beheaded in 1536. 
It is in a silver case, with key 
attached, and is very diminu
tive_ The name of the maker, 
R. Crayce, is engraved inside_ 
This is the property of Lord 
Audley. There is another 
early watch of silver-gilt, and 
English make, dated 1539, 
lent to the Museum by Count 
Edward Stuart d'Albaine. 
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or small altar, in a private oratory_ At South Kensington 
is a small silver watch of English make in the form of a 
skull. Inside is inscribed the maker's name, "Isaac Lenard" 
--Penard (?)-and in the Fellowes Collection at the British 
Museum is a similar watch of Swiss manufacture, by J. C. 
Voulf, about the year 1600. There are other peculiarly
shaped watches of the same period extant. At South Ken
sington is a silver watch formed like a duck hanging by the 
neck. It is two and seven-eighths inches in length, and by 
a German named Henry Ester. One of this maker's watches 
in the British Museum is tulip shaped, and dated 1600. An· 
other small tulip timekeeper is at South Kensington, with 

the name, "Henry Grerdon, 
at ye Exchange, fecit," with
in. The same collection con
tains a watch in the form of 
a cross, with gilt-metal frame, 
and pieces of crystal ill front. 
back, and sides; and one with 
a group on the top-a Venus 
and Cupid, with dog-the 
watch bearing the maker's 
initials, "N. K." At the 
British Museum is a German 
cruciform dial, presented by. 
A. W. Franks, Esq., made by 
Melcbior Reichol in 1569; also 
an English watch in the 
shape of a fritillary flower, 
by Edward Brysse, date 1580; 
and a German octagonal 
watch with date 1550 (temp. 
Edward VI.). The Scottish 
Society of Antiquaries have a 
watch of Sir Walter Ra
leigh's, which belongs to a 
subsequent period. Watches 
were DO doubt greatly prized, 
and we hear of one of tbe 
useful articles being present
ed by a Polish nobleman to 
Erasmus; and in the will of 
Archbishop Parker, dated 
1575, his "staff of Indian 
cane, with a watch on tbe 
top," is bequeathed to the 
!3.ishop of Ely. 

James wore a finger ring 
with a watch set in the jewel. 
One of his timekeepers (ex
tant) is oval, alld nearly all 
brass_ The dial is a silver 
ring one-eighth of an inch 
wide_ The hours are en
graved in Roman numerals, 
and there is a small stud at 
the base of each, so that tbe 
hour could be ascertained by 
the touch in the dark. Above 
the dial are figures of Leda 
and the Swan, and below II 

cherub's head between two 
foxes_ In this watch catgut 
is used instead of a chain_ 
The king, writing from Wind
sor, April 18, 1623, to his 

"sweete boyes," who were 
in Spain, sends jewels for the 
Duke of Buckingh am, tbe 
prince's companion, to give 
away; one is "a clocke of 
goulde, garnisht on tbe one 
side witb letters of dya
mondes, Dieu et mon droyte,' 
and on the other side a cross 
of dyamondes fullie gar
nisht, with a pendante of 
dyamondes. " 

Charles I. had two watches, 
one of gold and one of silver, 
placed near a lamp upon a 
stool at his bedside. On the 
morning of the unhappy 
king's execution, while on 
the way to Whitehall, he 
ga ve the silver watch to Sir 
Thomas Herbert. This is 
s( ill preserved_ It is richly 
chased , three incbes in dia
meter, and one and a quarter 
thick. 

In the Fellowes Collection 
at the British Museum is a 
watch formerly worn by 

In Elizabeth's time watches 
had come into more general 
use, though it does not seem 
to have been an uncommon 
thing to borrow a timekeeper. 
The Earl of Leicester, Eliza
beth's master of the horse, 
presented the Queen with" a 
rounde clocke [i. e., watch] 
fullie garnished with dia
mondes," which was suspend
ed to an armlet. The Virgin 
Queen seems to have been in 
luck's way, for, in 1574, Mar
garet, Countess of Derby, 
gave her "a white beare of 
gold and anotber o f  pearle, 
holding a ragged staffe, stand
ing upon a tonne of gold, 
whearin is a clocke." The 
"clocke and all" weighed 
three ounces. 

1. Back of Watch, chased case.-2. Watch in finger ring.-3. Acorn-shaped watch--4. Shagreen cwe, ornamented with pique; Engli,h, 18th 
century.-5. Gold, apple-shaped watch; case enriched with seed pearls; date 1760.�6. Gold shield-shaped watch; arabesques iu transparent 
enamel; Swiss, 18th century.-7. Memento mori watch, by Isaac Penard-8. Oval watch, by Anthony; hands contract and elongate.--9. Crys
tal case watCh, by Henry Grerdon.-lO. Henry Ester'. duck-shaped watch.-l1. Crystal-case watch, form of lIeur-de-lis_-12. Watch with 
spherical gilt case minutely chased; works swing so as to balance in all positions.--13. Crystal case mounted in bronze gilt; tulip sbaped, 
Jo'rench, 1700.-14. French lyre-shaped watch.-15. Smail tulip-shaped watch, by Henry Grerdon.-16. Watch with metal case.-17. Acorn
shaped watch.-18. Drum-shaped watch.-19. Thin modern watch.-2{l. Watch charm, shape of drum.-21. Double chronograph, to fix on 
field glass.-22. Watch WIth seconds hand; crystal case.-23. Lord Hu sey's watch.-24. Case for ditto.-25. Watch medallion.-26. Vase 
watch,18th century.-27. Bracelet, with watch, to unfix.·-28. Modern .. half hunter."-29. OJd·f"ehioned watch face.-30. Back of modern 
watch, enameled.-31. B8Ck of modern wRtch. enameled and set with pearls.-32. Crystal-case wRtch.- 33. Silver-,,:n watch in form of edged 
cross, decorated with garnets and cry.tal� ; German; 17th century,-34. Lady's gold watch, real size, initials and coronet ill diamonds, 

Milton_ It is of silver-gilt, 
and steel faced, the dial cov
ered by a glass. Upon the 
face is inscribed " Ioanni 
Miltoni, 1631." It was made 
by "William Bunting, in 
Pope's Head Alley." 

In the same rich collection 
are two oval silver watches 
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made in 1650, and said to have been the property of Oliver whom it was given to Sir Isaac Newton in 1714. It is of well brushed. Also see whether the flneR are damp or 
Cromwell. One bears the Cromwell family crest, and the silver, with repousse and open work cover, and is of German dry, and if damp find out the cause. Further, see that fhe 
inscription, "John Midnall, Fleet street." There is also make. Another watch presented to the great astronomer is thoroughfares in the glass water gauges and in the blow·out 
another watch in the Ashmolean Museum, which without in the possession of the Royal Society. elbow pipes, as well as the thoroughfares and the perfora
doubt was the great Protector's. Miniature watches are litt.le thought of now; precision is tions in the internal feed dispersion pipe and the scum pipes 

South Kensington has several watches of seventeenth cen· everything, as it should be; and this has culminated in the are free. Take the feed pipe and scum troughs out of the 
tury make. One is of silver, fluted, and shaped like a pecten chronograph, a wOllderful invention of our own day, by boiler if necessary to clean them thoroughly. Take the taps 
shell. It has a chased and engraved dial, and bears the which the great horse races are usually timed. The precise and the feed valves to pieces; examine, clean, and grease 
name of the maker, "Pierre Comb reI It Lyon." Its size is m0H}ent the starter's flag is lowered is indicated upon the them, and if necessary grind them in with a little fine sand. 
two and a half by one and three·quarters inches. Another dial by a spot of ink, and another dot shows with equal ex- Examine the fusible plugs. Do not put any blocks under 
watch is in the form of a fleur-de-lis. with gilt dial plate and actitude the time at which the first horse passes the judge's the pipes in the hearth pit. 
outer case of plain silver. It dates about 1650, and its chair. -Reprint from Leisure Hcu' in IlluBlrated Christian Weeki?!. Preparation for Inspection. -Have the boiler cooled and 
maker's name is" G. Senez, Orologier du Roy a Rouen." .. , • '.. - -----�-- carefully cleaned out as explained above. Show both scale 

The greatest improvements in the art of w atchmaking are The Care of SteaUl Boilers. and sediment to the inspector, as well as the old cap of the 
due to the seventeenth century, when the stUdious minds of INSTRUCTIONS TO BOILER ATTENDANTS. * fusible plug, and tell him of any defects that may havc mani-
Huygens and Dr. Hooke were directed into this channel. Getting Up Steam .-Warm the boiler gradually. Do not fested themselves in working, and of any repairs or alter-
Dr. Hooke, an irrepressible and cosmopolitan "scientist," get up steam from cold water in less than six hours. If pos- ations that may have been made since the last examination. 
originated the spi ral or pendulum spring, and this was im- sible, light the fires over night. Nothing turns a new boiler FUsible Plugs.-Keep these free from soot on the fire side. 
proved upon by Thomas Tompion, who had been a farrier, into an old one sooner than getting up steam too quickly. and from incrustation un the water side. Change the fusible 
and tried his prentice hand at watch· work by regulating the It hogs the furnace tubes, leads to grooving. strains the end

! metal once every year, at the time of preparing for annual 
Wheels of meat-jacks. Tompion was a famous watchmaker plates, and sometimes rips the ring seams of rivets at the examination. 
of the day, and Dr. Hooke induced him to construct a watch bottom of the shell. General Keeping of Boiler. -Polish up the brass and other 
upon the new principle for Charles II. From this period Firing.-Fire regularJy.-After firing open the ventilating bright work in the fittings. Sweep up the flooring plate fre
watches became real timekeepers, and the improvements in- grid in the door for a minute or so. Keep the bars covered quently. Keep water out of the hearth pit below the floor
troduced since have been mainly to counteract the varying right up to the bridge. Keep as thick a fire as the quality ing plates. Keep the space on the top of the boiler free, and 
effects of cold and heat upon the metal of which the works of the coal wiiI allow. Do not rouse the fires with a rake. brush it down once or twice a week. Take a pleasure in 
ar(l constructed, and in rendering the working parts less Should the coal cake together, run a slicer in on the top of keeping the boiler and the boiler house clean and bright, and 
liable to friction, until the precision and mathematical accu- the bars and gently break up the burning mass. It has been in preventing smoke. 
racy of these machines justly entitled them to the eulogy of found by repeated trials that under ordinarily fair conditions .. , • , .. 

Paley, who selected watches as exhibiting the highest speci- no smoke need be made with careful hand firing. MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 
mens of human ingenuity. Gleaning Fires and Slacking A shes. -Clean the fires as A device for trimming tenons of wagon and carriage 

At one time it was fashionable to wear two watches, to often as the clinker renders it necessary. Do not slack the wheels, and also tenons of bars composing or forming part 
compare the one with the other. In the" Universal Maga- clinkers aud ashes on the flooring plates in front of the boiler, of the framework of wagon bodies, has been patented by 
zine " for 1777, we find a" Receipt to make a Modern Fop," but draw them directly into an iron barrow and wheel them Mr. Andrew P. Almquist, of New Windsor, III. It con-
which includes, among other ingredients, away. sists, essentially, of a wooden block having a cutter pIvoted 

"Alofty cane, a sword with silver hilt, Feed Water Supp/y.-Set the feed valve so as to give a con- thereto for trimming the spoke tenons, and suitable gauges 
A ring. two watches, and a snuffbox gilt." stant supply, and keep the water up to the height indicated for supporting the spokes while being trimmed. 

Some, too poor or too niggardly to sport the usual couple by the water level pl)inter. There is no economy in keeping An improvement in power looms has been patented by 
of watches, wore a fausse montre, or dummy watch, in one a great depth of water over the furnace crowns, while the Mr. Polydore Dorgeval, of Paterson, N. J_ The invention 
pocket, and the real watch in the other. This carrying of steam space is reduced thereby, and thus the boiler rendered consists in a lay or batten constructed in two portions, one 
two watches at one time was as nothing compared to the more liable to prime. Nor is there any economy in keeping portion consisting of the shuttle rail supported on arms that 
whimsicality of a Saxon Minister, Count Bruhl, in whose a very little water over the furnace crowns, while the fur- are vibrated by power, the other portion consisting of the 
wardrobe, when the Prussians took Dresden in 1757, were naces are thereby rendered more liable to be laid bare. reed carried by side arms hung on a shaft, which arms are 
discovered suits of clothes for each day of the year, and 365 GCass Water Gauges and Floats.-Blow through the test tap moved to beat up by a weight. The reed frame is behind 
watches, sticks, and snuffboxes, respectively. at the bottom of the gauge hourly, as well as through the the shuttle rail, so that the backward movement of the reed 

We have seen that striking watches were of an early date, tap in the bottom neck, and the tap in the top neck twice is given by contact of the shuttle rail; also in a cam and 
and stories are told of the detection of thieves in a crowd by daily. These taps slJOuld be blown through more frequently link connection of peculiar construction for vibrating the 
the watches they had abstracted striking the hour at a mal- when the water is sedimentary, and whenever the movement batten and resting the same to give time for the passage of 
apropos moment. Charles XI. of France discovered a cheva- of the water in the glass is at all sluggish. Shr::uld either of the shuttle. Fingers are pivoted on the shuttle rail and 
lier d'indl1strie, who had eased him of his watch in this man- the thoroughfares become choked, clean them out with a connected with slide blocks in the shuttle boxes, for move
nero When "repeaters "-which strike the hour at any time wire. Work the floats up and down by hand three or four ment loy the shuttle to raise and hold ,the weft thread taut 
by pressure upon a certain part of the watch-came in, seems times a day to see that they are quite free. Always test the I during the movement of the batten. 
to be unknown. They are mentioned in Bolingbroke's "Let- glass water gauges and the floats thoroughly the first thing An improved sand band for vehicles has been patented by 
tel'S on the Study of History" (written about 1711, thus: in the morning before firing up. Mr. Jonathan Hitchcock, of St. Paul, Minn_ The construc-
"When you press a watch, or pull a clock, they answer Blow-Out Taps and Scum Taps.-Open the blow-out tap in tion of this device cannot be clearly described without en
your question with precision, for they repeat exactly the the morning before the engine is started, and at dinner time gravings. 
hour of the day, and tell you neither more nor less than you when the engine is at rest. Open the scum tap when the en- Mr. John Ladner, of Charlestown, Mass . , has patented an 
desire to know. " gine is running, before breakfast, before dinner, and after improved car starter, which is s o  constructed that the first 

At South K�nsington there are some beautiful specimens dinner. If the water be sedimentary, run down half an inch effort of the horses will be applied to the wheels near their 
of seventeenth and eighteenth century repeaters. One is of of water at each blowing. If not sedimentary, merely turn rims in such a direction as will roll the wheels forward, and 
metal gilt, in size 5Ys by 47� inches. Upon the dial plate is the taps round. See that the water is at the height indicated will be withdrawn from the wheels automatically as soon as 
engraved the entombment, after Lucas Van Leyden. This by the water level pointer at the time of opening the scum the wheels begin to move. 
watch is dated 1630, and the name of the maker, "Nicholas tap. Do not neglect blowing out for a single day, even Mr. Joseph CUI'son, of Lyons, France, has patented an 
Lemandre It Blois," is added. Here is also a gold repeater though anti-incrustation compositions are put into the boiler. improved machine for shaving wool or hair from hides, 
in a shagreen case, by ".T. Trubsham, London," the pro- Safety Valves. -Lift each safety valve by hand in the morn- which is provided with an endless knife passing over two 
perty of Miss Gerard, and said to have been formerly in the ing before setting to work to see that it is free. If there is pulleys and through suitable guides, to the cutting edge of 
possession of Bishop Berkeley. Another in the same col- a low water safety valve, test it occasionally by lowering the which the hide is fed by a series of reciprocating and osciI
leetion is believed to have been worn by George I. It is a water level to see that the valve begins to 

'
blow at the right lat.ing claws, and is pressed down upon the cutting edge by 

repeating watch in a double case, the inner one being pierced point. When the boiler is laid off, examine the float and a roller. 
and engraved, and on the back are the royal arms, sur- lever and see that they are free, and that they give the valve An improved bark mill has been patented by Mr. Dennis 
mounted by a crown. The outer case is repoU8s� and the full rise. If safety valves are allowed to go to sleep, O'Brien, of Oswayo, Pa. The invention consists in com· 
chased, with a horseman hunting a boar. It is 2%, by 1Ys ,they may get set fast. bining a radially-slotted stationary plate provided with 
inches in size, of German manufacture, the maker's name S hortness of Water.-In case the boiler should be found to grinding teeth on one edge of each slot with a wheel having 
heing " George Albrecht." A c.ontrivance called a "pulse be short of water, draw the fires if practicable, and draw teeth on the under side. 
piece," and by the French a "deaf piece" (sourdine), was them quickly, beginning at the front. In some cases it may Mr. Theodore Naish, of Birmingham, County of Warwick, 
subsequently added to repeaters. In these watches a small I be more convenient to smother the fires with ashes or with England, has patented an improved variable feed for rock 
button projected from the rim, nearly opposite the pendant, � anything else ready to hand. If the fires are not drawn leave and other drills. The inventor employs two friction disks, 
and when the watch was made to repeat the time, and the : the furnace doors open, turn on the feed, lower the dampers, connected respectively with a shaft and the drill, which are 
finger was pressed upon the button, the number of strokes shut down the stop valve if the boiler be one of a series, and arranged at right angles to each other, the edge of one disk 
upon the bell could be distinctly felt. The touch watch relieve the weight on the safety valves so as to blow off the working in frictional contact with the face of the other, but 
(nne montre de t01lche) was a later invention by Brequet, a steam. Warn passers-by from the front of the boiler. made adjustable along its shaft to vary its distanee from 
famous French maker. Here the hours were indicated by Use of Anti-incrustation Omnpositions.-Do not use any of the drill, so as to vary the rapidity of motion of the driven 
eleven buttons, or studs, projecting from the rim of the these without a thorough knowledge of their effects. If wheel. 
case, and the pendant marked twelve o'clock. There was u�ed, never introduce them in heavy charges at the man hole Messrs. Arthur L. Bigsby and Charles L. Bigsby, of Trctl
an index hand at the back which, moved forward, stopped' or safety valve, but in small daily quantities along with the ton, Mo. , have patented an improvement in positive motion 
at the time shown upon the dial; this, combined with the feed water. looms, in which the shuttle is operated upon and moved 
studs, enabled one to feel the time. Emptying the Boiler.-Do not empty the boiler under steam continuously during its entire passage across the fabric 

Some of the last century watches are highly ornamented, pressure, but cool it down with the water in; then open the being woven. The object of these improvements is to con
and other specimens display great ingenuity. South Ken- blow-out tap and let the water pOllr out. To quicken the ,truct a loom in which two or more shuttles or colors may 
sington has a French lyre-shaped watch, set with pearls and cooling the damper may be left open, and the steam blown be used, and such shnttles shifted at each opening of the 
enameled, and surmounted by an image of the sun. An-. off through the safety valves. Do not on any account dash 

I 
shed or longer intervals, as may suit the pattern being 

other, in the form of a very small apple, has a gold enam- I cold water on to the hot plates. But in cases of emergency, woven, and to furnish a more easy and positive motion to 
eled case, and is surrounded by a belt of seed pearls. This I pour cold water in before the hot water is let out, and mix, the shuttle, accelerating and diminishing its speed without 
was made at Geneva about 1760. In the Gardner collection· the two together so as to cool the boiler down gradually and any sudden start or stop. 
at the same museum is a watch in an oval gold case, highly generally, and not suddenly and locally. An improved post-hole borer, patented by Mr. Henry 
decorated with pearls and diamonds, set in enamel, the Oleaning Out tlUJ Boiler.-Clean out the boiler at least every Landin, of Forest, 0., which consists in a yoke having toes, 
hands of which contract and elongate to suit the form of two months, and oftener if the water be sedimentary. Re- in combination with a divided nut and slotted bench and 
dial. This is by "W. Anthony, London." The clock of 

I 
move all the scale and sediment as well as the flue dust and gearing. The operator sits on the bench and operates the 

the cathedral of Lyon, made by Lippius de Basle, had a· soot. Show the scale !lind sediment to the manager. Pass borer by turning the cranks. 
similar dial, and the single index became longer or shorter 

I 
through the flues. and see not only that all the soot and flue Mr. James S. Schoonover, of Titusville, Pa., has patented 

to suit its form. To return to the collection at South Ken-

I 
dust have been removed, but that the plates have been a compound crank, consisting of several cranks or eccen

sington, there is a watch, the property of T. Dyer Edwards, ---;sJ,;�t-;;f-inBtrllcti�s t;ll�ile�tt�nda�t; recently i;�ued-by th�-Man- trics arranged spirally at equal distances apart upon a cen-
Esq. , originally belonging to the Duke of Marlborough, by chester Steam Users' ASiociation. tral shaft so as to form a complete spiral. 
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